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Abstract
This thesis shows the benefits of network delay compensation over an arbitrary Internet
connection for a tele-robotic application. The tele-robotic system, named Picasso, is set
up in the Systems Laboratory of the Electrical Engineering Department at the Rochester
Institute of Technology. Picasso is a robotic arm that users can connect to via the Internet
and draw with. This thesis demonstrates that varying the arm speed based on the
predicted time-to-next packet results in smoother motion by the arm and a more accurate
representation of what the user is drawing on the screen. The method chosen to predict
the time-to-next packet is a Recursive Least Squares Algorithm which takes advantage of
the correlation found in network delay data.
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1 Introduction
As it becomes more desirable to control machines remotely, whether a space faring
vehicle or a remote medical system, the issue of transmission of data, specifically the
effects of the transmission delay, over the connection link will come into play more.
Most of the work on the effects of network delay that has been done is concentrated on
streaming audio and video applications, which normally deal with the data in bursts
instead of one continuous stream. The delay prediction, in these cases, is used to regulate
the length of silences between talkspurts [1].
Audio and video applications are not the only ones that utilize streaming data. The
telerobotic system presented here is one such example. Tele-robotics is the control of a
robotic system through a remote link, such as a telephone line or Internet connection.
Tele-robotic systems are extremely varied with applications ranging from painting to
controlling RC cars in a maze to remote excavations of archeological sites. For specific
examples of robotic applications that utilize the Internet, NASA maintains a list of "Cool
Robots on the Web", most of which are telerobotic applications [2]. A common feature in
most of these applications is that they do not perform in real-time. They utilize buffering
systems to log user's movement requests to deal with both the variability of time between
user's commands and the fact that many of the systems are not fast enough to react in real
time.
Picasso, the system described here solves the problem of variability of time
between user inputs by sampling the user's coordinates at a set rate. The robotic arm also
can move quickly enough to react in real time. The problem explored here is how to
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smooth the motion of the robot by utilizing a delay prediction scheme similar to the ones
used in audio applications and varying the speed of the arm based on this prediction.
This speed calculation is very important in smoothing the output of the system. In
this system, if a data point is passed to the servo controller before it has completed its
move, it will ignore or drop that set of coordinates. If the move is completed before the
new set of data has arrived, the arm will stop. Therefore the goal is to have the
coordinates arrive just as the arm is finishing its move.
Consider the following example of a data set where mouse position was sampled
at a rate of 10 Hz.
x-pos (mm) y-pos (mm) time between arrival
of packets (ms)
0 45 23 0
1 56 73 130
2 51 103 103
3 89 63 80
4 63 45 98
Table 1: Sample Data Set
Without delay compensation, the system would assume that it was receiving a
new packet every 100ms and calculate the arm speed values accordingly. Therefore, the
robotic arm would stop when it arrived at point number 1 because it had moved too
quickly and would skip point number 3 because it was still completing the previous
move. With delay compensation however, the speed would be adjusted so that it was
completing a move just as a new command came in. The result would be brief or non
existent stops between points and all the points would be visited. A graphical comparison
of the resulting picture is in Figure 1.
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System with Speed Compensation System without Speed Compensation
120
50 60 70 80
x co-ordinate
50 60 70
x co-ordinate
Figure 1 : Comparison of System Output with and withoutDelay Compensation
The result of the system with speed compensation is a much more accurate representation
of the user's inputs.
The outline of this thesis is as follows, Section 2 is a review of past work in Tele-
Robotics, Network Delay Compensation, and the Recursive Least Squares Algorithm,
Section 3 presents the Picasso system overview, Section 4 contains the experimental
setup, Section 5 presents the system results, and Section 6 is the conclusion. Appendix 1
contains figures of system results.
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2 Literature Review
This section is separated into three sections. The first section is a review of tele-
robotics and some of its applications. The second section contains an overview of the
network compensation techniques utilized in audio applications. The third and final
section is a brief overview of the Recursive Least Squares Algorithm used in this
application.
2.1 Tele-Robotics
The first tele-robots came online at the end of 1994. One of them, called the
Mercury Project at the University of Southern California, allowed users to remotely
excavate a dig site by positioning an arm and using blasts of air to uncover hidden objects
[3]. Since then there have been many tele-robotic projects that allow users to do anything
from driving a remote controlled car to making shapes out of building blocks [4].
Another one, from the University of Australia, allowed users to arrange blocks in 3
dimensions on a grid surface [5].
Applications such as these and the one presented here, called Picasso, have not
traditionally worried about reacting to users commands in real time because the time it
takes for them to complete an action has been much longer than the time it takes for a
user to input an action request. For instance, the robot from the Xavier project from
Carnegie-Mellon University was programmed to accept commands from the user telling
it what room to go into and which of three actions it should perform. When the action
was completed, the robot would simply send you an e-mail to tell you that its mission
was accomplished [6].
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Another project, called the Puma Paint project, allowed users to paint on a canvas
using a paint brush and several pots of paint [7]. The Puma Project used a JAVA applet
that acted as the easel for the user to paint on. The applet recorded every time the mouse
moved and where it moved and buffered up to 200 of those movements. Once the buffer
was full, the user would have to wait for the robot to perform the recorded movements
before continuing. The interface also kept track of the number of movements performed
since the paint brush had been dipped in a paint pot and would remind you to dip the
brush after a certain number ofmoves. The results of the user's actions could be seen in a
separate pop-up window that displayed the results as live streaming video.
An example of current work in tele-robotics is remote surgery, where the doctor
holds the operating instruments in his hands and the movements he makes with these
implements are transmitted via a remote connection to a robot that mimics his
movements on the other end. There was a successful demonstration of this technology in
September 2001, when surgeons in New York City successfully removed the gall bladder
from a patient in France [8]. The system utilized a specially installed dedicated optic fiber
connection to minimize transmission delays and dropped packets. If this system could be
modified to utilize a standard network connection, the $1,000,000 cost of this surgery
could be significantly reduced.
2.2 Network Delay Models Used by Audio Applications
The model of network end-to-end delay generally described in textbooks is based around
queuing theory. It deals with the delay at the node level requiring detailed knowledge of
individual nodes, such as service time for a packet, the buffer size of the queue, arrival
rate of customers, etc... [9,10]. To get the end-to-end transmission time of a packet, the
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delay across each node would be summed together and then added to the transmission
time across each length of cable or fiber. This level of knowledge is not available when
dealing with an arbitrary network link. Even if the information was available, the models
would only produce an average end-to-end delay value for a packet. This is not
conducive to prediction.
In the early 90s, new models for end-to-end network delay were being proposed,
including the model proposed by J.C. Bolot in 1993 [11]. He sought to characterize a
known network link as a single queue in two incoming data streams. One stream would
be a constant source with data arriving at a known rate and the other a random variable
representing data coming in from other Internet sources. The resulting model is that of a
constant delay value that is corrupted by noise.
He related his work to what was then the up and coming field of streaming audio
and video over the Internet, which amongst all the internet applications, has the most
relevance to our application. These applications are very delay sensitive and have a low
tolerance for dropped packets.
There are two main mechanisms used to deal with the delay uncertainty and
dropped packets encountered when dealing with streaming real-time audio and video
information over the Internet. We will look at them in terms of audio applications for
simplicity.
When audio information is transferred over the Internet, it is broken up into
talkspurts based on pauses between words or chunks of words. The first mechanism
deals with managing the length of the silences on the receiver side. The optimum amount
of silence to inject into the stream is one that will allow all the packets in the next
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talkspurt to be received before they are due to be played, but not add so much silence that
it is noticeable to the listener.
The receiver keeps track of the time-to-next-packet as the data streams in. There
are a variety of prediction algorithms used to try and figure out the average delay to be
used with the following talkspurt. This information is used to figure out the additional
delay to inject into the silence between talkspurts to allow a sufficient buffer to build up.
Ramjee, Kurose, and Towsley cover 4 of these algorithms in their 1994 paper [1]. The
first two algorithms are based on first order linear recursive filters, where the predicted
playout delay was defined as
di=a*di-, + (\-a)*ni (1)
where J, is the time from transmission of the packet to the actual playout time, n, is delay
introduced by the network, and a is the adjustment variable. Algorithm 1 sets the value
at .998002 and Algorithm 2 has two different values depending on if the delay is
increasing or decreasing. Algorithm 3 takes the minimum delay of all the delays seen in
the previous talkspurt. These three algorithms are shown to work fairly well with the
exception of the instance of a delay spike. These spikes are characterized by large,
sudden increases in the end-to-end transmission delay, an example of this can be seen in
Figure 2. They can be caused by several different things, heavy congestion on the
network, a server undergoing routine maintenance, or a series packet being routed
inefficiently. Algorithm 4 is a modification of 2 to accommodate this. If a spike is
detected, the system fits an exponential curve to the incoming delays until the spike has
leveled out and the delay data returns to a relatively normal value. It then returns to using
a first-order linear recursive filter.
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Example of Delay Spike in Data Set 4
1060 1080 1100 1120
Sample Number
1140 1160
Figure 2: Example of Spike in Delay Data
The second commonly used mechanism is called Forward Error Correction. The
system attempts to pre-compensate for dropped packets by sending redundant
information about previous packets with current packets [12]. Therefore if a packet is
dropped or does not arrive in time to be played out, the information can be reconstructed
from other packets in the data stream. The disadvantage to this approach is that this
means that more information has to be transmitted which can be a serious problem on a
heavily loaded network.
Rosenberg, Qiu, and Schulzrinne propose a method of combining the buffer size
adjustment and forward error correction to get an optimum solution for amount of
redundancy and amount of playback delay to inject into a system [13].
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There are other mechanisms as well that are tailor-made for specific systems, such
as the one proposed by Bolot and Vega-Garcia for the MICE project [14]. They propose
to use a FEC algorithm in conjunction with controlling the send rate of the data stream.
They use several different encoding techniques and send the redundant information in the
form of low-cost LPC co-efficients (low-cost in terms of bandwidth, not CPU processing
time). The send rate change is affected by changing encoding scheme from high-quality,
high bandwidth schemes to lower-quality, lower bandwidth schemes. The decision to
change a send rate is based on Quality of Service reports sent back from various
receivers.
In video encoding, they also depend on layered encoding streams [15]. Each
layer contains a different level of detail. The receiver can choose to join or drop layers
based on local congestion of the network. This type of encoding is generally not
available in audio streaming because there are very few encoding schemes that support
layered encoding.
2.3 Recursive Least Squares Algorithm
The modeling scheme chosen is a Recursive Error Prediction Algorithm. This training
method provides the flexibility of being able to designate an arbitrary number of poles
and zeros depending on the needs of the system [16]. It is also known to be useful in
determining the system characteristics when presented with noisy data [17].
The output of a linear system is defined as
y(t) = -a]y(t-])-a2y(t-2)----any(t-n) + b]x(t-\) + -- + bmx(t~m) + v{t) (2)
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where ;y(0 is the system output, x(t) is the system input, and v(r) is the noise injected
into the system. Ifwe define the parameter vector as
6=[a...,an,b...,bm] (3)
and the state vector as
<p(t) = \y(t-\),...,y(t-n),x(t-l),...,x(t-m)] (4)
Equation (9) can then be condensed to
y(t) = <pT(t)$+ v(t). (5)
In trying to determine an estimate for y(t) , the parameter vector 6 is estimated using the
following recursive algorithm which updates the parameters based on the error between
the actual value and the prediction.
The error is defined as
(t) = y(t)-y(t\9) (6)
where y(t \6) = (pT (t) 0(t - 1) .
A
The parameter vector 6(t) is updated by
0(t) = 0{t - 1) + y(t)R-' (t)(p(t)e(t) (7)
where } (t) is a small number and R is the direction matrix which is updated as follows.
R(t) = R(t - 1) +
Y(t)[(p(t)(pT
(t) - R(t - 1)] . (8)
For a LTI system, } (t) normally decays with time, as the approximation becomes
closer and closer to the actual system. Because this system is time-variant however, } (t)
remains constant, meaning that every update to the system parameters and decision
matrix are of equal weight.
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In terms of initialization, the direction matrix is defined as R = AI , where X is
some number, the elements of the parameter vector 0(f) = l/(n + rn), and ? (t) is a small
number.
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3 Description of the System
This chapter describes the Picasso system in detail. The overall flow of the
system is described in the flowchart below.
User Input I rasmission Line
over Internet
Server Receives
and Timestamps
Packet
9- Errors Delay Predictor
Send Speed and
Coordinates to
Robotic Arm
Figure 3: Overall Flowchart of System
The system consists of three main parts, the drawing assembly, the server, and the
user interface. Each part will be described in turn.
3.1 Drawing Assembly
The drawing assembly consists of two portions, the drawing area and the drawing
arm. The drawing area is a 12"xl8" piece of plexi-glass mounted upright by a wooden
frame that is set 11" away from the base of the arm. The drawing arm is a Mitsubishi
RV-2AJ Industrial Robot Arm. It has five degrees of freedom and can rotate almost 180
degrees at its base.
Commands to the servo controller are fed in serially from the Linux machine that
is set up to be the system server. The commands are formatted as strings using the
structure and language provided for the Windows based controller program that came
with the robot. For example, the servo motor's speed is designated in mm/s. To change
the speed to 250 mm/s, the string "SP
250/n" is sent to the servo.
There also is a webcam set up to record the drawings made by the user. It is set
up behind the plexi-glass drawing template and transmits live images to the user via a
12
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server set up on a Windows NT machine. This will be discussed more in the user
interface section. Pictures of the system can be seen in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 4: Side View of Picasso
Figure 5: Front View of Picasso
3.2 Server
The server is set up on a Linux box running Red Hat 7.1 and is written in C++
because that is a native language to the Linux OS format and therefore a compiler was
readily available with the operating system. The server has consists of three files,
servotalk.cpp, which contains all the interface software with the robotic arm,
13
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lsqmath.cpp, which contains all the software to calculate the delay prediction, and
picasso.cpp, which is the main overall server program. The flowcharts are below.
( servoOn () ^ ( serv0" 0 "^V J V (not functioning)/
Open Serial Port
Start new program
in the servo drive
Set defaults for
position 1 and 2
Turn on servo
motors
End servoOn 0
1 '
End program
' r
Turn servo off
' '
( End servoOff () J
/convertBufToArra*
V o J
^string pointer"-^_No_^^aoodbye>^ Get packet
number
Yes
"
Flag error
Get y coordinate
and convert to
robot coordinate
"
Get z coordinate
and convert to
robot coordinate
' r
Get x coordinate
and convert to
robot coordinate
T
'
'
U Return 0y
End ~N
(convertBufToArraj
V o y
r
Yes
Set Position 2
Set speed
Send command to
move from positior
1 to 2
End sendData 0 )
Set Position 1
Set speed
Send command to
move from positior
2to1
Figure 6: servotalk.cpp
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Return enor
Yes
Initialize row and
column counters tc
zero
Increment row
counter
End matSub ()
nitialize row and
column counters tc
zero
*Yes
Multiply cunent
row of matrix 1
with current
column of matrix 't
Save result in
result matrix
Increment column
counter
Subtract cunent
element of matrix 2
from current element of
matrix 1
-No-*- Return error
"
End matMutt () J
jl
Yes-* Return 0
Figure 7: Isqmath.cpp (1 of 6)
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( matPrint 0 )
Initialize row and
column counters t<
zero
Increment row
counter
Print endfine Yes
Yes-* Return 0
End matPrint 0
matCopy 0
Initialize row and
column counters t(
zero
Increment row
counter
Yes
Yes-* Return 0
End matCopy 0
Copy current
element to result
matrix
Increment column
counter
Figure 8: Isqmath.cpp (2 of 6)
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Yes
Create a unitary
matrix
Copy matrix to be
inverted to
temporary matrix
Copy diagonal
element of cunent
row
Switch current row
with on k rows
beneath it
Repeat command
with unitary matrix
Return error End matlnv 0
Return 0
I
Increment row
counter
P4-3a
Figure 9: Isqmath.cpp (3 of 6)
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Increment second
row counter
Yes-
P3-4a
Divide all elements
in current row by
diagonal
Repeat with
unitary matrix
Initialize another
row counter
Subval= Value of
element of current
row in same
column as
diagonal element
from cunent
working row
Subtract subval
multiple of cunent
working row from
current row
Subtract suDval
multiple of current
working row from
cunent row
[P4-3a]
A
Yes
Figure 10: Isqmath.cpp (4 of 6)
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mail nit ()
Initialize last
(numPoles-
numZeros) rows ol
regression vector
to1
End matlnit 0
Yes
/updatePrevDelayN
V () J
Initialize row
counter
Yes
Current value =
next value
Increment row
counter
Last element =
newest sample
u
End
updatePrevDelay
Q__
Figure 11: lsqmath.cpp (5 of 6)
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pelayEstimatePan
0
Initialize temporary
storage space
Calculate inverse
of direction matrix
Calculate update
values for theta
Multiply update
values by scale
factor and add to
theta
Calculate update
values for directior
matrix
Multiply update
values by scale
factor and add to
R
Return 0
End
delayEstimatePara)<-
0
Yes-
-Yes-
Yes-
Return error
Figure 12: Isqmath.cpp (6 of 6)
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P2-1a
Picasso.cpp
Initialization of
variables
Set up and bind
UDPport
Initialize error
variable
.Erroroccurn
No
Open connection
to data-txt
Listen to UDP Por
(hangs here until
data received)
i r
Start timer
' r
servoOn ()
i
matlnrt 0
i
-Yes-
- Yes-
Free Dynamic
Memory
Close UDP Port
End Picasso.cpp
P2-1b
Figure 13: picasso.cpp (1 of 5)
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P1-2a
Send start marker
to data.txt
Initialize timer to
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Figure 14: picasso.cpp (2 of 5)
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Figure 15: picasso.cpp (3 of 5)
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Figure 16: picasso.cpp (4 of 5)
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Figure 17: picasso.cpp (5 of 5)
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The server program, picasso.cpp, consists of three main portions, the initialization
phase, an outer monitoring loop, and the inner delay handling routine.
The initialization routine runs when the server program is first initiated. The
timer, which time stamps the packets as they arrive, is initialized in this section. It also
sets up all the memory handling and the network UDP ports. UDP was chosen as the port
of choice for two reasons. The main reason is because there is no buffering on the
receiving end. With the TCP protocol, if the packets arrive out of order or one is dropped,
the system delays until all the packets in a section have arrived. UDP simply passes the
packets along as they arrive. The direct consequences of this are that packets have the
potential to arrive at the server either out of order or are dropped [18]. If either of these
events occurs, the system uses the estimated time-to-next packet in place of the actual
time-to-next packet value. The port is initialized and bound to the picasso.exe process,
preventing other programs from accessing that port while Picasso is running.
The outer monitoring loop runs while the system is waiting for a connection and
deals with the initialization of a new connection. When the outer loop begins, it initiates a
read operation to the incoming UDP port. This subroutine will hang the program until an
incoming packet from the user interface arrives. The packet is a simple string with 4
elements: packet number, x coordinate, y coordinate, and z coordinate A sample string is
"1 240 125 0" where 1 is the packet number, 240 is the x coordinate, 125 is the
ycoordinate, and 0 indicates that neither mouse button is depressed. The first packet sent
by the JAVA interface has a packet number of 0. If the packet is not in the correct format,
the program initiates another read operation on the port. Once it receives a correct
initialization packet, it turns on the servo controller and then pauses for 30 seconds to
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ensure that the controller has time to go through its startup procedures. Failure to provide
this time buffer results in the servo driver throwing an error. The program then initializes
the following parameters:
R = 100007;
e = [l/(p + m) ... l/(/? +m)]; (9)
X = 0.001;
where p is the number of system poles and m is the number of system zeros. In the case
of the server program, p = 10 and m = 0. The first p delay values are recorded and then
the inner loop of the algorithm begins.
The inner loop of the server program deals with the delay prediction and arm
reaction adjustment. When a new data packet comes in, it is time-stamped. The time
difference between its arrival and the arrival of the previous packet is calculated. This is
compared with the estimated value and the error is calculated. This error determines the
Y(t), or the update scaling value, as well. The parameter vector and direction matrix are
updated and then the delay value predication is calculated using the algorithm described
in Section 2.3.
The co-ordinates sent by the JAVA applet are then converted to co-ordinates
usable by the robotic arm. The pixel to mm conversion is done by scaling the data based
on the drawing window size and location. These are determined by the placement of the
webcam. The webcam is set up and focused. A live image of the drawing window is
viewed on the Windows box and using the teaching pendant for the servo drive, the arm
is moved to each corner of the drawing window. The arm co-ordinates are recorded at
each corner to determine a minimum and maximum value for both the x and y drawing
directions. The z co-ordinates are determined by moving the arm so the pen is in contact
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with the surface and then backing it up so contact is broken. The equations for scaling
the axis are
y y applet (10)
;:,vM
YPIXELS
X = X *A * APPLET (11)
7 )
XPIXELS
\ZMIN ZAPPLEr=0I APPLET
(12)
[ZMAX zAPPLEr = 1
YPIXELS and XPIXELS represent the size of the drawing area in pixels. The new
coordinate values are then compared with the minimum and maximum limits and
truncated. The co-ordinates are then reordered to accommodate the axis system of the
robot.
The next step is to determine the speed of the arm movement, the distance
between 2 moves is first calculated using the Euclidean distance measure,
dist =^iix2-xj+(y2-yj+(z2-zj) ( 13)
and then this distance is then divided by the predicted time-to-next packet in seconds to
determine the speed
speed=^^-. (14)
rime(sec)
This speed value can have a maximum value of 610 mm/sec and the time taken to ramp
up the speed of the robot is not considered here because the robot has an adjustable rise
time which can be reduced down to 1 ms.
Once the speed has been decided, the co-ordinates and new speed are sent to the
robotic arm. A read operation is then initiated to pick up the next delay value. The user
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interface is sending data at a rate of 100 ms and the time taken to calculate the next delay
prediction and send the command to the arm has been shown to be less than 3 ms.
Therefore, the chance of the actual time-to-next-command being falsely delayed because
the system is performing computations is very small. The program also keeps a record of
the packet number, the actual time-to-next packet, the estimated time-to-next packet, and
the error. This is written to a text file, data.txt, for record keeping purposes and is in the
same folder as the server program. A sample excerpt from this file can be seen below:
"10,109,101,8
11,110,117.569,-7.56916
12,111,113.931,-2.93148
13,111,112.978,-1.97837"
The delay algorithm is terminated when it receives a shutdown message from the
user interface or an error from the UDP port. If it receives a shutdown message, it exits
to the outer loop of the algorithm to wait for the next connection. If it receives an error
message, it passes that error message on to the outer loop which then terminates the
server program and releases the UDP port.
When the next connection is received, the system re-initializes all the system
parameters and puts a new connection marker into data.txt. It performs all the start up
procedures and then begins to train to the new connection.
The code for this is located in /home/snorth/picasso. The server can be started by
going to the directory and typing in "./picasso.exe".
3.3 User Interface
The interface for Picasso was modeled after the interface for the Puma Paint
project. Both systems use Java applet an take position data from the mouse position in the
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drawing area. The main difference between that system and Picasso is the way that data
acquisition is handled. In the Puma Project, the system recorded a new set of coordinates
every time the mouse moved. The robot would execute a move and stop, then execute a
new move and stop, etc... Because the input was dependant on when the mouse moved,
the commands would come in at irregular intervals. Coupling this with a slow movement
rate by the robotic arm and the necessity of dipping the paint brush in paint occasionally,
meant that the system could not operate in real time. Instead, it buffered the users
commands up to 200 different moves and then instructed the user that these moves could
take anywhere from 5 to 20 minutes to execute. Once the buffer was filled, the user could
do little but sit and wait. Picasso, on the other hand, actively samples the mouse location
and sends back the co-ordinates, whether or not the mouse had moved and the system we
are using is fast enough that the moves are executed in real-time.
The user interface is a webpage that is served off of the Linux machine
marie.rit.edu. When the user connects to http://marie.rit.edu, they are directed to either
log into the MYSQL server with their username and password or to fill out a form
requesting access to it. If they do the latter, they do not automatically receive access to
the server. The person who is maintaining the machine must go in and check the logs to
see if anyone has applied. They then need to manually enter the user into the system and
e-mail them their password.
Once a user successfully logs into the server, they are directed to the page
picasso.html. When they access that page a pop-up window appears with live images of
the system streaming in, provided that the user has Media Player installed on their
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machine. The main page contains the JAVA 2 interface. This was chosen to take
advantage of JAVA 2's timer libraries. The program flowchart can be seen below.
Picasso.java
V J
Timer routine
"
Initialize variables "
Update packet
number
> '
Load background
image from
database
"
Get mouse
position
f
Initialize UDP
socket
"
Send information
via UDP port
' '
Send initial data
packet
"
End Timer routine]
' f
Set up timer and
start
' Mouse Action \
.Listener Routine/' r
Add Mouselistener
event and start
^tvfouse Butt&rv.
No^ Des troy^^^ ' r No
\^applet?^^^
Yes
Z-coordinate = 1 Z-coordinate = 0
Send Goodbye
and close UDP
port
' T
End Mouse Action.
1 Listener Routine/
' r
End Picasso.java
Figure 18: picasso.java Flowchart
The video feed is accomplished through a Windows Media server that is running
on marie's brother system, picasso. Picasso is a Windows NT machine that is set up next
to marie and holds the picasso.rit.edu web server. The feed is 160x120 at 20fps. The
encoder used adds in several seconds of latency to the feed. This was unfortunate, but
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unavoidable. We attempted to set up the video server on marie itself, but were not able to
find a video encoder that ran smoothly in Redhat. The companies which manufacture
webcams do not support Linux applications. Therefore, all the drivers and encoders that
use them are third party and can be unreliable. We successfully installed a Phillips
Webcam driver. The problems came when we tried to get the encoders working. We tried
several, including CamStream [19], vGrabbj [20], Camserv [21], and FFMpeg [22].
CamStream worked very nicely, but it would not stream the video to an external source.
vGrabbj is a program that will take successive screen shots, but did not provide smooth
video. Camserv did not even compile, and FFMpeg would not run.
The main page of picasso.html is a relatively simple page. There are instructions
for using Picasso and the actual applet itself. The applet has an initialization procedure,
which preloads the background image and initializes the main timer and the UDP port.
Once the initialization is done, the program mainly runs on interrupts. Every 100ms the
timer goes off. The program samples the mouse co-ordinates and whether or not the
mouse button is pushed. The information is sent as an ASCII string in the format
described in the previous section. When the applet is destroyed by closing the browser
window or pressing the back button, it sends the ASCII string "Goodbye".
Originally, the background image in the JAVA 2 applet was going to be streaming
video of the robot drawing. However, for security reasons, applets are restricted in most
operations that have to do with accessing system memory and other systems. It is only
allowed to access system memory from its host system. Because the streaming video is
hosted off another machine, we could not access it through the applet hosted off ofmarie.
If we had routed the video feed through Picasso, we would have been able to use it in the
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applet, but that would have added more delay to the feed as well as unnecessarily using a
lot of system resources.
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4 Experimental Procedure
The delay prediction scheme used in Picasso is based off of the prediction schemes
used in buffer size adjustment for audio signals. However, there are several major
differences between the audio streaming scheme and ours. In audio streaming, the
packets are broken up into groups or talkspurts. For our system, our packets are
considered to be one continuous stream of data with no artificial breaks or our talkspurts
can be seen as only being one packet long. This means that we act on a new delay
prediction for every packet. The other major difference is how we are looking at the
delay. The audio schemes mentioned above look at the total transmission time of the
packet. Our system is only looking at the time-to-next-packet, which is simply the total
transmission time data with the mean removed, so we are just looking at the variance of
the transmission time data. To update our delay prediction, we use a recursive predictor
as was suggested in [1], but we use a much higher order predictor and more sophisticated
algorithm for computing the next prediction.
The first step in the process was to verify that there was correlation in delay data.
It was decided to look at delay data taken from pinging a remote system. Because we
were looking for linearity in the data, the pings had to be initiated at regular intervals.
The data recovered would be the round-trip delay in the network link. A program was
found that would ping at regular intervals and the computer chosen to be pinged was in
West Henrietta. The system was pinged once a second for several hours and the round-
trip delay time was recorded. Figure 19 below illustrates the delay data taken:
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Figure 19: Round-Trip Delay between RIT andWestHenrietta, NY
This data set, unfortunately, was not complete. The program used to gather the
data skipped every fifth to eighth data point. To be able to work with the data, these
points were reconstructed by averaging the previous 4 data points. This does not affect
themean of the delay data, but it does affect the variance and correlation.
To determine whether or not the delay would be predictable, two tests were
employed. The first was to look at the auto-correlation of the data. If the signal was pure
white noise, the autocorrelation would be a single spike with the remaining values as
zeros. The wider the spread of the peak, the more correlation exists in the data and
therefore there is more dependance in the data. The peak shown in Figure 20 has a nice
spread, indicating a fair amount of correlation in the data. As can be seen, the
autocorrelation comes to a nice peak. This indicates that there is correlation between the
data points and that the data should be predictable. The other was to graph the expected
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value of the next delay value vs. the current delay value. The conditional dependence
seen in the data indicates that a future delay value should be predictable based on
previous samples. The results of this test can be seen in Figure 21 .
x 10 Autocorrelation ofDelay
-6000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Figure 20: Autocorrelation ofDelay Data between RIT and WestHenrietta, NY
Histogram ofDelay
' "'" LL. i .1.
400 600
Delay (ms)
OT0 1000
Figure 21: Histogram of Ping Data between West Henrietta and RIT
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Figure 22: Expected Value ofDelay Given Previous Delay Value
From the graph in Figure 21, it can be seen that most of the data points lie
between approximately 30 and 230 ms. These are also the regions that show strong
conditional dependence in Figure 22. The regions above 230ms can not be accurately
evaluated for conditional dependence because there are too few data points. Based on
these results, the data was considered to be a good candidate for testing predictability.
A MATLAB program was written to test the predictability of the delay and the
results can be seen in Figures 23 and 24.
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Figure 23: Results Least Squares Algorithm on Ping Data between West Henrietta and RIT
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Figure 24: Movement ofWeights for Ping Data between West Henrietta and RIT
The overall results were promising. From Figure 23, it can be seen that the system is
tracking the plant. There are large values of error when the delay spikes, but that was not
unexpected. The error also tends to increase when there is a lot of noise in the signal.
This was also expected, due to the nature of the predictor which produces a weighted
average of the previous samples. Figure 24 shows the system tracking changes to the
plant by adjusting the values of the weights. The weights tend to settle when the system
has less noise and variability in the signal and move when the system behavior changes
or there is a major event. The accuracy of the prediction was measured by Mean-Squared
Error (MSE) and Mean-Absolute Error (MAE) and compared against y(n)=y(n-l).
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MSE MAE
LSQ
Algorithm
3179.6 35.423
y(n)=y(n-l) 4343.6 40.384
Table 2: Results from Ping Data between West Henrietta and RIT using 10 poles and gamma = 500
In order to determine the optimum number of poles and zeros to be used, a series
of trials were conducted. The resulting graphs are shown below in Figures 24 and 25.
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Figure 25: MSE andMAE vs. # of Poles with Gamma = 100 for PingData between West Henrietta
and RIT
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Figure 26: MSE and MAE vs. Gamma with 10 poles for Ping Data between West Henrietta and RIT
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Based on these results, it was decided to run the system using 10 poles and gamma = 500.
Another issue was also examined was that of y(t). For a dynamically changing
system, the y(t) value in Equations 7 and 8 was stated to remain constant. This is
somewhat undesirable for the system in question because on the existence of large spikes
in the delay values. If they are not at regular intervals, which in most cases they are not,
the weights change a relatively large amount when the overall system plant may not have
changed and then would have to be retrained back to their original values, which
generates error. Therefore, the value of y(t) was changed depending on the magnitude of
the error. The larger the error, the smaller y(t)was. The rules for this are shown below.
y(t) =
.00001 |e(r)| > 500
.0001 |e(0| > 20 (15)
.001 otherwise
The results of this modified y(t) term are compared with a constant y(t) in the next
section.
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5 Results
The system was set up in the Systems Laboratory in the Electrical Engineering
Building. The system was activated and people as far away as 200 miles logged in to play
with the robot. The results were then taken from data.txt and analyzed.
To show that the error could potentially improve the performance of the system,
the error between the actual time-to-next packet and the expected time-to-next packet of
100 ms was used as a benchmark to compare the Least Squares Algorithm results against.
Table 3 shows the results from 10 traces. The connection times varied from a couple
seconds to over a half an hour. Figures 36-55 in Appendix I show portions of the
transmissions and the resulting predictions made by the algorithm.
Data
Set#
Data
Points
MSE of
LSQ with
Modified y(t)
MSE of
LSQ
MSE of
y=100
MAE of
LSQ with
Modified y(t)
MAE of
LSQ
MAE of
y=100
1 257 32.66 32.73 35.89 3.391 3.395 4.510
2 392 1487 1506 1422 8.818 9.761 8.352
3 3571 270.5 267.0 261.7 7.817 7.546 7.184
4 238 1812 1823 1930 22.79 23.61 22.75
5 180 507.0 509.4 1455 14.47 14.50 33.38
6 1184 3035 3040 3313 25.48 25.62 26.23
7 1287 324.1 286.3 593.5 8.574 10.94 11.36
8 457 642.3 642.9 644.4 16.22 16.41 16.30
9 1489 2084 2075 1546.5 24.29 24.06 21.77
10 7437 11.61 11.61 17.52 1.977 1.984 2.233
Table 3: Results from Logged Data on Picasso
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Looking at the data, one thing of interest was immediately noticed. According to
the data, all of the data packets arrived in order. This is highly unusual considering the
UDP protocol used. It was expected that there would be data packets missing and/or out
of order. However, this never occurred in any of the data sets viewed and it is not clear
why this happened. It is true that part of the reputation that UDP has for dropped packets
comes from it use in audio applications. A packet is considered "dropped" in these
applications if it does not arrive before its designated playout time, but this does not
completely explain this phenomena.
In looking at the two error criteria, the MSE is generally much larger than the
MAE because of the large spikes in the data. With error values up to 950 ms for a large
spike, the mean squared error measurement will be much more effected than the mean
absolute error.
The results in the previous section show that Least Squares algorithm outperforms
the expected value method most of the time. When it did not outperform the expected
value method, it at least performed very closely to the expected value method. There
were three cases of significant improvement based on the MSE criteria, these were for
data sets 5, 7, and 10. The MSE value was reduced by a factor of at least 40% for all
three of these cases. Looking at the data, it can be seen why. The time-to-next packet
spikes are at fairly regular intervals and these are the ideal conditions for the Least
Squares Algorithm to operate in
For data sets 1, 4, 6, and 8 where the improvement was not as great, the data does
not exhibit the same regularity in terms of the large delay spikes. They behave more like
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high variance noise. The LSQ Algorithm is geared to filtering out the noise and identify
the underlying system. In these cases the results tends to look like a weighted average of
the system response. Looking at the resulting predictions, this appears to be the case.
For the remaining three data sets, 2, 3, and 9, the conditions are very similar to
those seen in sets 1, 4, 6, and 8, but the noise variance was larger and more random.
There are periods of extremely high variability in the data and several very large spikes.
It should be noted, however, that the least squares algorithm did not perform much worse
than the expected value method. This means that for connections of this type, the penalty
for using this method is not very great.
In terms of the actual robot performance, the resulting motion is much smoother
and the picture clearer with delay compensation. When the robot does not use delay
compensation, the arm stops frequently and every time it stops, it leaves a dark mark on
the screen. With delay compensation however, the arm stops less frequently and for less
time, therefore the picture does not contain as many dark marks and looks more natural.
Three sample images were used to illustrate the differences between using delay
compensation and not using it. The image was created in paint and then loaded as the
background image of the JAVA applet. The image was traced slowly and the resulting
picture was captured using the web cam. This first image is simply the word "Hi!". The
second image, "smile", was designed to test the system's ability to follow a curved line
and is a smiling face. The third image, "star", is designed to test the system's ability to
capture a corner.
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Figure 27: Master Copy of "Hi!" Image
Figure 28: Reproduction of
"Hi!"
with Delay Compensation Off
Figure 29: Reproduction of
"Hi!"
with Delay Compensation On
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Figure 30: Master "smile" Image
Figure 31: Reproduction of
"smile"
with Delay Compensation Off
Figure 32: Reproduction of
"smile"
with Delay Compensation On
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Figure 33: Master "star" Image
Figure 34: Reproduction of
"star"
with Delay Compensation Off
Figure 35: Reproduction of
"star"
with Delay Compensation On
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Looking at the 3 sets of images, it can be seen that Delay Compensation has little
effect on straight line movements. There is some wobble in the lines, but that is more
likely to have been caused by hand wobbling during tracing the pictures. The differences
between the two sets of results can best be seen with the "smile" image. The system has
the most trouble with curved lines because it can only draw straight lines. Therefore a
missed datapoint will show up more prominently with a curved line than straight.
Looking at the two images, it can be see that the image drawn with Delay Compensation
on is much smoother and more rounded than the one without. The best place to see this is
looking at the smile itself. Another place that the effect of delay compensation shows up
is on a corner. Looking at the star images, the image made with compensation off has two
rounded edges, while the one with compensation on has all 5 pointed edges.
It is interesting to note that the star and the circle do not come back to the same point
even though the trace was fairly faithful. This is due to movement of the pen in the
gripper as its drawing.
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6 Conclusions
In the audio applications examined previously in this paper, the authors had the
advantage of combining many different approaches to smooth out the response of their
system. Their ability to buffer the signal before playout provides a lot of flexibility, but is
not truly real-time. The system presented here operates in true real-time. The data is
handled as soon as it is received as the server and acted upon.
The method presented here to update the delay on a packet-to-packet basis is a
good first step. We have exploited the correlation within delay data to predict the next
time-to-next packet with a fair amount of success. This can be seen from the results
presented in the previous section.
Future work for this project will lie in attempting to better capture the spikes in
the data. Many of these spikes are only one or two data packets wide, making it hard for
an LSQ Algorithm to capture them accurately. Even when the spikes occurred regularly,
the prediction was not able to capture the full depth of the spike. A non-linear predictor
may be a better choice for that.
This work also assumed that 10 poles and no zeros was the optimum combination
of poles and zeros for any connection. However, this may not be the case. Future work
could experiment by running several predictors in parallel and determining which has the
best performance or by using a separate system, such as a fuzzy controller to determine
the optimum number of poles and zeros based on system characteristics such as variance
or the delay or performance of the prediction system.
The value of y (t)was modified based on the error because it was noted that delay
spikes tended to skew the prediction a lot. The effects of varying 7 (0 based on the actual
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delay value were not explored in this paper. Adjusting } (f) in this manner may provide
more flexibility to the system in terms of adapting to system changes while preventing
the system prediction to drift based on a data spike.
The work done in this paper has several real-world applications. The use of the
LSQ algorithm to predict the time-to-next packet opens the door for continued work for
audio and video streaming over networks. The smoothing nature of the algorithm on the
robot's movements has applications in the field of remote surgery and other telerobotic
applications where jittering and frequent stopping are unfavorable.
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8 Appendix I
8.1 Data Set 1
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Figure 36: Weight Movements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data forData Set 1
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Figure 37: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 1
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8.2 Data Set 2
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Figure 38: WeightMovements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 2
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Figure 39: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 2
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8.3 Data Set 3
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Figure 40: WeightMovements,Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 3
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Figure 41: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set
3
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8.4 Data Set 4
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Figure 42: WeightMovements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 4
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Figure 43: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next PacketData for Data Set 4
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8.5 Data Set 5
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Figure 44: WeightMovements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 5
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Figure 45: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data forData Set 5
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8.6 Data Set 6
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Figure 46: WeightMovements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 6
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Figure 47: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data forData Set 6
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8.7 Data Set 7
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Figure 48: WeightMovements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 7
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Figure 49: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data forData Set 7
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8.8 Data Set 8
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Figure 50: WeightMovements,Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data forData Set 8
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Figure 51: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next PacketData for Data Set 8
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8.9 Data Set 9
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Figure 52: WeightMovements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 9
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Figure 53: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data for Data Set 9
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Figure 54: WeightMovements, Actual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data forData Set 10
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Figure 55: Last 100 Samples ofActual and Estimated Time-to-Next Packet Data forData Set
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